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20th September 2023 
 
 

 

Dear Parents/Carers 

 

I am writing to inform you that we have recently received a positive monitoring inspection visit from 

Ofsted, following the full inspection back in February 2022. 

 

I will share some key quotes from the report below, but I do encourage you to read the full report on 

our website when you get chance. 

 

• There is a shared ethos across trustees, trust executives and school leaders that is focussed 

on putting pupils at the centre of all school strategies. This is evident in relation to the GCSE 

options process in which pupils receive personalised advice and the freedom to make 

intelligent choices about what they want to study.  

• Leaders have ensured that the curriculum is ambitious and effectively sequenced. 

• Subject leaders and teachers can talk with confidence about how their curriculums set out the 

increasingly sophisticated knowledge that pupils should learn.  

• Leaders and teachers have worked collaboratively to break down important concepts into 

manageable and meaningful parts. 

Leaders have established routines for checking pupils’ understanding. 

• Leaders have prioritised reading. 

• Staff use their expertise to provide targeted support to pupils who need extra help.  

• Pupils study a lesson of personal, social, health and economic education (PSHE) each week 

during which they learn about how to keep themselves safe online and in the community. 

• Leaders establish connections with external experts to provide staff with relevant expertise 

and guidance.  

If you have any questions from this report, please get in touch. 

 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Todd Johnson  
Senior Executive Principal 
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